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TYRE ECONOMY QUIZ

Paraffin is Bad for Tyres; But petrol Must be Used on a

Punctured Inner Tube.

At the Tyre Economy Exhibition, organised jointly by the Ministry of

Supply and the Ministry of War Transport, at Berkeley Court, Baker Street,
drivers and operatives have put many questions to the expert conducting
tours of the exhibits. Here are some of the questions he was asked and the

answers he gave,

Q, Should air-pressure in tyres be reduced in summer?

A. Rubber is a bad conductor of heat, and in this country,- summer heat is

insufficient to cause any appreciable expansion of the air in a tyre, Only
in tropical countries, when day temperatures rise above a certain figure,
should the air-pres sure be reduced.

Q, In view of camber, should I increase air-pressure in near-side tyres?

A. It is not practicable to do so, because the degree of camber on roads is

not consistent, and you would have to alter the pressure each time you

encountered a different camber.. Moreover, in the country you will often be

driving on the crown of the road, away from the cambers. Roads are tending

now to be made flatter, with reduced cambers.

Q, Should inner twin tyres be less inflated than the cuter?

A. On goods-carrying vehicles using high-pressure tyres, it is an advantage

to reduce pressure by 15 per cent, in the inner tyres when twinned on a rear

axle, as the load is thus distributed more evenly.

Q, Is it necessary to clean inner tubes with petrol when mending punctures?

A. Yes. All dust and dirt must be removed from the area of the puncture;

otherwise you will get a defective adhesion. Be sparing with the petrol; a

thin wipe-over is all that is necessary.

Q. Is it correct to washtyres with paraffin?

A. No. Paraffin is highly injurious, as it tends to dissolve the ingredients
in rubber composition.

Application for tickets for the Exhibition should be made to Mr, R.H,

Lubbock, Secretary, Tyre Economy Exhibition, Room 414, Berkeley Court, Baker

Street, London, N.W.1.; telephone, Welbeck 6677, Extension 343.
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